Motion Detection 2.0

Efficiency + Simplicity

Motion Detection is a field-tested and proven functionality. Now, the more powerful Motion Detection 2.0 is augmented by AcuSense – Hikvision’s flagship technology for intelligent human and vehicle classification.

Focused
Concentrate on human and vehicle events

Simple-to-use
Motion Detection 2.0 is ON by default, so no need for further configuration

Efficient
Quick target searches for human or vehicle events

IP Products
Camera
DS-2CD2xx3G2
DS-2CD2xx6G2
DS-2CD2xx7G2

NVR
DS-76/77xxNI-K1(B)/K2/K4
DS-76/77NI-I2/I4

Turbo HD Products
DVR
iDS-72xxHxHI-M